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The ability to predict animal movement based on environmental change is essential for understanding the dynamic nature of their spatial
ecology, and in turn the effectiveness of conservation strategies. We used a large marine predator that displays partial migration (the tiger
shark Galeocerdo cuvier) as a model to test the role of oceanic conditions in predicting the space-use of different size classes. By using generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs), we revealed that environmental variables (sea surface temperature, primary productivity, thermal
fronts, and bathymetry) had much greater predictive power for the movements of large, migratory tiger sharks than for small, resident individuals. We also found that coverage of tiger shark movements within “shark sanctuaries” (protected areas speciﬁcally for sharks) in the northwest Atlantic could be increased from 12 to 52% through inclusion of Bermuda’s waters. However, as large tiger sharks are migratory, over
80% of potential longline ﬁsheries interactions would still occur outside the boundaries of even the expanded protected areas. This emphasises that management of highly migratory species needs to be dynamic and account for changing interactions with ﬁsheries over time, which
in a changing climate may rely on predicting movements based on oceanic conditions to be effective.
Keywords: animal telemetry, conservation, environment, ﬁsheries, foraging, Galeocerdo cuvier, migration, modelling
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Introduction

implications for their interaction with fisheries. It is necessary to
identify not only where individuals are and when, but also the
underlying factors that may drive their movements.
The long-distance and partial migration patterns exhibited by
tiger sharks are likely a product of a combination of intrinsic factors (e.g. size, sex, physiological constraints related to energetic
budgets, and thermal tolerances) and extrinsic factors such as
oceanic conditions (e.g. temperature, resource distribution)
(Chapman et al., 2012; Papastamatiou et al., 2013). For example,
the size of an animal influences dispersal ability, and stage of
maturity can have dramatic effects on migratory patterns
(Chapman et al., 2012; Papastamatiou et al., 2013). Suitability of
habitat is also an important driver of space use by animals, with
both ambient temperature and complexity of topographic features greatly influencing movements of marine species (Block
et al., 2011; Papastamatiou et al., 2015; Queiroz et al., 2016; Sousa
et al., 2016). For instance, moving to stay within a certain temperature range may help ectothermic animals thermoregulate and
better manage energetic budgets (McMahon and Hays, 2006),
and orientation towards shallow topographic features, such as
insular reefs and seamounts, is likely beneficial for access to productive waters with associated high prey density (Oschlies and
Garçon, 1998). Variation in resource distribution can also significantly alter the movements of migrating animals: predators have
been shown to associate with areas of higher chlorophyll-a concentration, with associated high primary productivity and potential for foraging success (Block et al., 2011; Papastamatiou et al.,
2013; Mansfield et al., 2014). Areas of steep thermal gradients, or
fronts, have also been shown to support high abundance and
diversity of predators, suggesting they are important environmental features that may aggregate prey and provide elevated foraging
opportunities (Scales et al., 2014; Queiroz et al., 2016).
Consequently, the goal of our study was to expand on the
identification of partial migrations in (Lea et al., 2015) by investigating intrinsic and extrinsic drivers of movement patterns in
migratory marine predators, specifically testing the hypothesis of
contrasting interactions with environment between size classes as
a possible explanation for partial migration of tiger sharks in the
northwest Atlantic. We used generalized additive mixed models
(GAMMs) to determine how variation in intrinsic and extrinsic
factors correlated with patterns of shark distribution, occupancy
and turning frequency (as a proxy for foraging activity).
Furthermore, we used spatial analysis to assess the potential risk
of interaction between the tracked sharks and longline fisheries,
and quantified the effectiveness of existing “shark sanctuaries”
[marine protected areas (MPAs) that specifically prohibit shark
fishing] for reducing these interactions.

Material and methods
Between August 2009 and July 2012, we tagged tiger sharks
(n ¼ 24) with Argos satellite platform terminal transmitters
(SPOT5, Wildlife Computers, Redmond, Washington, USA) at
Challenger Bank (N 32 05’, W 065 03’) near Bermuda in the
northwest Atlantic (Supplementary Table S1). All field work was
approved by, and conducted with the knowledge of, the Marine
Resources Section of the Bermuda Department of Environmental
Protection. The shark handling and tagging methods were performed in accordance with the approved guidelines of Nova
Southeastern University.
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Long-distance migrations that span hemispheres or ocean basins
cause significant variation in population distribution and structure, often connecting disparate ecosystems and facilitating transfer of energy between them (González-Solı́s et al., 2007; Block
et al., 2011). Yet factors that drive, or constrain, migration, and
influence the paths taken often remain elusive, particularly for
marine species (Hays et al., 2016). Evaluation of such factors can
help predict animal movements based on changing environmental conditions, in turn revealing how they interact with both their
ecological communities and human activities, such as fishing
(Hazen et al., 2013; Queiroz et al., 2016). However, movement
predictions are made more difficult when migrations are partial
in nature, as individuals faced with the same conditions in the
same location may or may not migrate (Chapman et al., 2012).
Partial migration, although increasingly recognized in fish,
remains poorly understood in terms of its evolutionary and ecological drivers (Chapman et al., 2011). Partial migration also
complicates sustainable management of exploited species, as areafocused fishing may result in selective depletion of certain population subunits (e.g. juveniles, mature females) that could perpetuate population declines even if other units are relatively free
from exploitation (Wearmouth and Sims, 2008). Consequently,
the ability to predict animal movements based on environmental
variation (e.g. temperature gradients, prey availability), including
characteristics of partial migration, is valuable both for understanding their basic ecology and helping management initiatives
aimed at promoting population sustainability.
Characterizing the long-term migration patterns and their
drivers for large-bodied sharks remains challenging (Weng et al.,
2008; Domeier and Nasby-Lucas, 2013; Papastamatiou et al.,
2013), hampering understanding of their basic ecology as well as
effective conservation planning. Of concern is that certain studies
indicate that shark populations in some regions may have been
reduced to <10% of pre-exploitation levels (Baum and Myers,
2004; Ferretti et al., 2008; Dulvy et al., 2014) as 63–273 million
sharks are caught annually in fisheries worldwide (Worm et al.,
2013). One large-bodied species, the tiger shark Galeocerdo cuvier,
provides a tractable model for investigating the long-term movement ecology of highly migratory marine predators. Tiger sharks
are capable of dispersing thousands of kilometres (Hammerschlag
et al., 2012; Papastamatiou et al., 2013; Werry et al., 2014; Afonso
et al., 2017), including repeated, philopatric migrations between
the disparate ecosystems of insular Caribbean reefs and open
ocean areas of the Atlantic over 2500 km away (Lea et al., 2015).
Partial migration was also evident: only individuals above a
certain body size (>270 cm total length) performed the longdistance migrations, with immature smaller individuals remaining resident near the tagging site of Bermuda (Lea et al., 2015).
In the Atlantic, available catch data suggest that tiger shark
populations appear to be stable (Baum and Blanchard, 2010;
Carlson et al., 2012). However, tiger sharks are regularly caught
in offshore longline fisheries across the Atlantic (Baum and
Blanchard, 2010; Domingo et al., 2016; Dapp et al., 2017) and
may be at risk of increased exploitation from fisheries switching
to non-target species as preferred catches decline (Pauly et al.,
1998). Combined with their Near Threatened status on the IUCN
Red List (Simpfendorfer, 2009), this suggests tiger sharks in the
Atlantic may benefit from precautionary management, and consideration of their migratory behaviour has important
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Track processing

Turning frequency ¼ 1 – ðdisplacement over
12 days=distance travelled over 12 daysÞ
Turning frequency was calculated over 12-day periods as this
was the mean time taken for the sharks to traverse a distance
greater than the error of the worst location class (LCB). Values
closer to 1 indicate periods of higher turning frequency, providing a proxy for station-keeping or area-restricted searching (foraging) behaviour.

Environmental data
The environmental variables used in the different models are
known to influence marine migratory animal space use (Block
et al., 2011). These were: sea surface temperature (SST; a correlate
of ambient water temperature), SST-slope (an approximation of
thermal fronts), chlorophyll-a concentration (a proxy for primary
productivity), and bathymetry (an indicator of topographic features such as reefs and seamounts). SST data ( C) were obtained
from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice
Analysis (OSTIA) system via the U.K. National Centre for Ocean
Forecasting (25 km resolution), and bathymetry data (m) were
obtained from the 2-minute Gridded Global Relief Data
(ETOPO2v2). SST slope ( C) was calculated as the maximum difference from the surrounding SST grid cells when compared to
the central occupied cell. Chlorophyll-a concentration (mg m3)
was obtained from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MODIS), GlobColour level-3 Product 0.25 weekly. Each shark
occupancy and turning value along a track was assigned a corresponding bathymetry, SST, SST slope, and chlorophyll-a value
that matched the time and location.

Generalized additive mixed models
Three generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) were constructed to test our general hypothesis of deviance in

environmental variables predicting tiger shark (i) presence/
absence across the study area, along with their (ii) occupancy,
and (iii) turning frequency (see the Supplementary Material for
details). Each GAMM produced separate environmental variable
smooth functions for small (n ¼ 6, mean total length 231 cm 6
33 SD) and large (n ¼ 18, mean total length 336 cm 6 32 SD)
sharks, with the two groups split by individuals smaller and larger
than 270 cm total length [the partial migration cut-off identified
in Lea et al., (2015)].
In order to avoid pseudo-replication and reduce potential
autocorrelation between locations, as well as account for the different scales at which the environmental variables were remotely
sensed, only positions separated by at least 0.25 along a track
were used to run each model (Queiroz et al., 2016; Sousa et al.,
2016). The predictor variables were subsequently tested for collinearity using a Spearman’s rank correlation matrix (Zuur et al.,
2009): none of the variables exceeded the 0.75 correlation coefficient, allowing each to be included in the models. The performance of each final model output was assessed using the c index,
which is equivalent to the ROC with values closer to 1 indicating
better performance, and the corresponding Somers’ Dxy rank
correlation, which is a measure of ordinal association between the
response and predictor variables. To account for variation in
movement specific to the individual, shark identification code
(shark ID) was incorporated into the model as a random effect.
The smoothed response of each model was plotted against each
environmental variable and by size of shark (small versus large)
to allow comparison of behavioural response to the variables by
size. In the plots, positive residual values where the confidence
intervals also exceed 0 indicate where the environmental variables
significantly increased the response.

Estimating ﬁsheries interactions and used of shark
sanctuaries
To map the potential risk of interaction between tiger sharks and
tuna longline fisheries during the study period, reported fishing
effort (number of hooks set per 5  5 grid cell) during 2009–
2012 was obtained from The International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) website (https://www.
iccat.int/en/) and was multiplied by the corresponding tiger shark
occupancy value for that cell (pooled and recalculated to match
the 5  5 of the fishing effort). This provides an estimate of
where high tiger shark occupancy overlapped with high fishing
effort more frequently, with the scale normalized from 0–1 to
represent the relative interaction strength.
We also evaluated the potential efficacy of existing “shark
sanctuaries” [marine protected areas (MPAs) specifically for
sharks] in the northwest Atlantic, as well as the effect of including
the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of Bermuda as a protected
area for sharks, based on the high tiger shark occupancy of this
region (Lea et al., 2015). The first existing sanctuary model
includes all shark sanctuaries announced at the time of analysis:
the EEZs of Bahamas, British Virgin Islands (BVI), and Saba. The
second model includes the addition of Bermuda’s EEZ as a potential shark sanctuary. The smaller sanctuary model encompasses
an area of approximately 750 000 km2, while the larger model
that includes Bermuda covers approximately 1 200 000 km2.
The potential efficacy of both sanctuary models was determined using a grid occupancy analysis: using the boundaries of
countries’ EEZs, the number of days inside/outside each EEZ was
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As Argos positions vary in frequency and quality it was necessary
to process the location data to obtain normalized positions that
were comparable between individuals and over time [see the
Supplementary Material and Lea et al., (2015) for details]. In
order for space-use analyses to be as conservative as possible, all
were conducted at a grid resolution of 0.25 0.25 , greater than
the reported errors of the worst location class [LCB, 10 km
(Hays et al., 2001; Hazel, 2009)] and matching the lowest resolution of the environmental variables used. The combination of the
coarse spatial resolution of analyses (0.25 0.25 ) and high surfacing frequency of tracked sharks (80% of positions <12 h apart)
minimises any potential bias caused by SPOT tracks only providing locations when the sharks were at the surface. The total time
spent within each cell (occupancy) was calculated by summing
the number of 12-hourly points located within cells for each
shark. The overall geographical range of tracked sharks was calculated in ArcGIS using the 95% isopleth of the kernel density estimate for all locations, with location density normalized by
calculating the mean days per grid cell (total number of positions
divided by the number of tags active in that cell). To determine
track sections with higher turning frequency from those with
more directed movement, the turning frequency of individual trajectories was calculated for successive 12-day portions of each
track, where:
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Presence/absence GAMM
Figure 1. Kernel density plot showing broad distribution of all
tracked tiger sharks, with values closer to one indicating areas of
prolonged residency. The black borders denote the EEZs of the
Bahamas, British Virgin Islands, Saba, and Bermuda. The white
border denotes the 95% isopleth of the kernel density plot for all
sharks. Map created in ArcGIS, using GSHHG coastline data.
used to calculate the proportion of each individual’s recorded
track that was inside each sanctuary option. Monthly proportion
of time inside each sanctuary option was plotted, to see how
occupancy of the EEZs changed over time. The proportion of
potential longline interactions recorded within each EEZ was also
calculated.

Results
Overall, tiger shark movements were tracked for a total of
411 months (mean 17.1 months 6 9.7 SD), between August 2009
and July 2012, with individual tracking periods ranging from 41
to 1101 days (Supplementary Table S1). Individual shark size
ranged from 173 to 396 cm total length (mean 310 cm 6 56 SD)
at the time of tagging. Tiger sharks displayed extensive space-use
throughout the northwest Atlantic covering 6.7 million km2, as
determined by the 95% isopleth of a kernel density plot for all
sharks together (Figure 1). Despite broad use of the northwest
Atlantic, there were areas of prolonged residency near Bermuda,
the Bahamas and other Caribbean islands such as Anguilla
(Figure 1).
Given observations of partial migrations appearing to be
associated with shark size, and the seasonal trends in large-scale
migrations of adult sharks (Lea et al., 2015), we examined movements of the small and large sized sharks in relation to water temperatures by overlaying the latitude of all tiger shark locations on
monthly averages of SST at a resolution of 0.25 for the duration
of the study (Figure 2). Visual inspection highlights the contrasting interaction with SST between small and large tiger shark
groups: smaller individuals remaining near Bermuda (32 N)
experienced a range of surface temperatures across the seasons
(20.6  C 6 1.1 SD in winter versus 26.4  C 6 1.6 SD in summer),
whereas larger, migratory individuals primarily tracked along surface temperatures ranging 24–26  C (24.8  C 6 1.5 SD in winter
versus 26.3  C 6 1.9 SD in summer), with very few locations out
of this range.

The presence/absence GAMM predicted shark presence with
moderate success, with 9% of observed variation in presence/
absence explained overall (Table 1). For smaller sharks, most of
the variation was attributable to bathymetry, followed by chlorophyll-a concentration and SST slope, and the least by SST, as
indicated by the F-values in the model output (Table 2).
Probability of presence was typically increased in shallower habitats (<2000 m) of low chlorophyll-a concentration, with smaller
SST slopes also favoured, as indicated by where the standardized
residuals and their confidence intervals exceed 0 in the plotted
response curves (Figure 3).
In contrast, for the larger sharks, observable variation in presence was largely attributable to variation in SST, followed by bathymetry, chlorophyll-a concentration, and SST slope, with all factors
proving significant predictors (Table 2 and Figure 3). Overall, the
probability of larger sharks being present increased with higher SST
(>21  C), both high and low chlorophyll-a concentration (bimodal
peak), shallower waters (<2000 m) and steeper SST slopes
(>1.5  C; Table 2 and Figure 3). The random effect of shark ID
also had a significant effect on presence/absence (Table 2), revealing intraspecific variation in space use. The random effect of shark
ID was significant for the presence/absence GAMM (Table 2),
demonstrating intraspecific variation in spatial distribution.

Occupancy GAMM
In contrast to the presence/absence GAMM, the occupancy
GAMM achieved much higher predictive power, with 76% of the
variance being explained (Table 1). Overall, for smaller sharks,
more time was spent in shallow waters, but there was a bimodal
response for SST, whereby occupancy increased at temperatures
below 21  C and above 29  C (Table 2 and Figure 3). This varied
relationship with SST is also apparent from the tracks overlaid on
SST (Figure 2). Smaller sharks also spent more time in areas with
shallower thermal gradients and in regions with chlorophyll-a
concentrations >0 (Table 2 and Figure 3).
Large shark occupancy was considerably higher in shallower
waters, and increased with higher chlorophyll-a concentration,
particularly exceeding 3 mg m3 (Figure 3). Typically, large
sharks spent more time in waters 23–27  C and with relatively
shallow SST slopes (Figure 3), consistent with the SST-overlaid
tracks (Figure 2). The random effect of shark ID was highly significant for the occupancy GAMM (Table 2), demonstrating
strong intraspecific variation in where individuals spent more
time.
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Figure 2. Latitude of tiger shark locations overlaid on monthly
averages of SST at a resolution of 0.25 . White circles ¼ small
sharks <270 cm total length at tagging, black circles ¼ large
sharks >270 cm total length at tagging.
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Table 1. Overall GAMM validation results for tiger shark presence/
absence, occupancy and turning frequency.
Model
Presence/absence
Occupancy
Turning frequency

C index
0.74
0.52
0.53

Dxy
0.48
0.04
0.06

SD
0.01
0.01
0.01

n
229808
6957
6957

Variance
explained (%)
8.6
76.4
17.4

Turning frequency GAMM
While less powerful than the occupancy GAMM, the turning
model still accounted for a considerable portion of the variation
in turning frequency of both smaller and larger sharks (17%;
Table 1). Overall for smaller sharks, movements were more tortuous over shallower water with low chlorophyll-a concentrations,
while the effects of SST and SST-slope were insignificant (Table 2
and Figure 3).
Bathymetry and chlorophyll-a concentration were the most
influential factors for the large sharks, with higher turning frequency occurring in shallower waters and in chlorophyll-a concentrations over 1 mg m3 (Table 2 and Figure 3). High turning

was also associated with water temperatures cooler than 22  C,
but the effect of SST slope was insignificant (Table 2 and
Figure 3). Shark ID also proved significant in the turning frequency GAMM, illustrating intraspecific variation in where individuals performed higher turning frequency.

Use of shark sanctuaries and estimation of ﬁsheries
interactions
Grid occupancy analysis revealed that the shark sanctuaries of
Bahamas, BVI and Saba covered 12% 6 15 (SD) of tiger shark
movements. Inclusion of the Bermuda EEZ as a potential shark
sanctuary substantially increased overall coverage of shark occupancy to 52% 6 31 (SD) (Wilcoxon rank-sum test; n ¼ 24,
Z ¼ 4.28, p <0.001).
Plotting EEZ overlap of all tracked sharks by month revealed
that occupancy of existing sanctuaries differed considerably
between large and small sharks (Figure 4). For large sharks, overall coverage provided by existing sanctuaries was low
(20% 6 20 SD), with the highest coverage occurring during winter (peaking 50–60%), and very little coverage during summer
and autumn months. For small sharks, existing sanctuaries provided no coverage of shark movements. The addition of
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Figure 3. Overall inﬂuence of predictor variables on presence/absence for small and large tiger sharks. Note the different scales on the y-axes,
which denote the smoothed residual values. Black tick marks above x-axis represent the distribution of empirical data. Y ¼ 0, above which the
predictor positively affects the response, is marked with a line.
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Table 2. GAMM coefﬁcient estimates for both small and large tiger sharks.
Small
Model
Presence/absence

Turning frequency

edf
2.16
3.83
2.83
1.00
20.12
3.80
2.36
2.55
3.89
19.84
2.07
2.97
1.00
2.61
17.46

Ref.df
2.16
3.83
2.83
1.00
22.00
3.80
2.36
2.55
3.89
22.00
2.07
2.97
1.00
2.61
22.00

F
6.27
23.55
9.03
27.58
15.75
9.09
5.87
6.36
194.11
83.10
1.69
5.42
1.35
22.41
10.49

Figure 4. Monthly overlap between large (a) and small (b) tiger
shark occupancy and existing shark sanctuaries (Bahamas, BVI, Saba)
and with Bermuda’s EEZ included. Please note no small sharks were
tracked prior to June 2010.
Bermuda’s EEZ as a potential shark sanctuary would provide better coverage year-round for both size classes, with overall coverage across all individuals exceeding 52% 6 31 SD. This is largely
attributable to small sharks, which displayed very high overlap
with Bermuda’s EEZ (81% 6 27 SD), while the inclusion of
Bermuda increased total coverage of large shark occupancy to
47% 6 25 SD.
Mapping of longline fishing effort in relation to tiger shark
occupancy revealed that the highest risk of fishery interaction
occurred offshore in open ocean habitat (Figure 5). Of all potential interactions, 8% occurred within existing shark sanctuaries,
with 6% occurring within Bermuda’s EEZ, and 86% outside of
either.

p value
<0.01
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.018
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.2647
<0.01
0.246
<0.001
<0.001

Variable
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID

edf
3.26
3.97
3.76
3.94
20.12
3.03
3.42
1.81
3.93
19.84
3.76
3.77
1.00
3.46
17.46

Ref.df
3.26
3.97
3.76
3.94
22.00
3.03
3.42
1.81
3.93
22.00
3.76
3.77
1.00
3.46
22.00

F
229.75
61.57
23.14
71.35
15.75
14.16
21.94
6.31
654.66
83.10
25.46
36.34
0.32
82.06
10.49

p value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.018
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.574
<0.001
<0.001

Figure 5. Map displaying the strength of interaction risk between
tiger sharks and tuna longliners during 2009–2012 at a 5  5
resolution. Interaction strength reveals where high tiger shark
occupancy overlapped with high ﬁshing effort. The black borders
denote the EEZs of the Bahamas, British Virgin Islands, Saba, and
Bermuda. Map created in ArcGIS, using GSHHG coastline data,
ETOPO2v2 bathymetry data and ICCAT data on tuna longline
ﬁshing effort for the study period (hooks set per 5  5 cell, 2009–
2012).

Discussion
Our study supports the hypothesis that the spatial ecology of
migratory marine predators is influenced by a combination of
interacting intrinsic and extrinsic factors. In particular, we have
demonstrated a marked contrast in how tiger sharks of different
sizes interact with their environment, which may in part explain
the patterns of partial migration observed for this species in the
northwest Atlantic (Lea et al., 2015). Differences in body size
between migrants and residents within a population have been
reported for other evolutionary groups (Chapman et al., 2011),
but rarely in elasmobranchs (Bansemer and Bennett, 2011; Lea
et al., 2015). In other taxa, larger individuals may remain resident, presumed to have greater physiological tolerance for
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Variable
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID
SST
Chla_log10
Slope_log10
Bathymetry
ID

Large
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Environmental inﬂuence on movement behaviour
While all the sharks associated more frequently with shallower
topographical features, such as insular reefs, small, resident sharks
were typically found in cooler, low chlorophyll-a regions, whereas
distribution of large, migratory sharks was more strongly predicted by warmer temperatures and higher chlorophyll-a concentrations. The SST slope (the approximation of thermal fronts)
had little influence on the presence of small tiger sharks, whereas
larger sharks were present more frequently in moderate SST
slopes.
As the modelling of tiger shark presence/absence only
accounted for a small proportion of the observed variation in
shark distribution and the random effect of shark ID was highly
significant, other factors may have greater influence on tiger shark
distribution, such as individual philopatry to summer foraging
targets and overwintering sites (Lea et al., 2015). Combined with
only a portion of the population being sampled, this individual
variation may have reduced the predictive power of the presence/
absence model. Additionally, the seasonal switching of habitats
between reef ecosystems and pelagic environments (Lea et al.,
2015) may explain the bimodal response of large tiger shark distribution to chlorophyll. Coral reef ecosystems, where the large
sharks overwinter, are highly productive environments despite
low phytoplankton (and thereby low chlorophyll-a) (Tada et al.,
2003), whereas offshore in pelagic habitats during summer prey
availability may be strongly determined by areas of high primary
productivity (Polovina et al., 2001).
In contrast the high performance of the occupancy and turning
frequency models shows that an individual’s own movement patterns are quite predictable based on environmental variation, and
the differences between small and large sharks are still evident.
Small sharks displayed higher occupancy at a range of temperatures that reflect seasonal SST changes around Bermuda, and
showed more restricted space use in temperatures lower than
21  C. In western Australia, tiger sharks are reported to leave
Shark Bay when temperatures drop below 19  C (Wirsing et al.,
2006), suggesting Bermuda waters remain warm enough to be tolerated by the smaller sharks all year as SST rarely dropped below
20  C. Meanwhile, the large sharks in the present study adopted a
warm, narrow thermal niche of 23–27  C (at least while at the
surface), but also displayed higher turning frequency at the cooler
end of this range, possibly linked to foraging in upwellings of
cool, nutrient rich water. This is consistent with modelling of
environmental influence on large tiger shark space use in Hawaii,

which found higher occupancy in water temperatures of 23–26  C
(Papastamatiou et al., 2013).
Following seasonal changes in oceanic temperature profiles
may be an adaptation to help cue migration to coincide with temporally discrete prey availability (Møller et al., 2008), and could
also represent behavioural thermoregulation to facilitate management of energetic budgets (Buckley et al., 2012). In terrestrial
ectotherms, reduced energetic requirements compared to endotherms means that temperature variation, more than productivity
levels, dictates animal distribution (Buckley et al., 2012), which
appears to be reflected in the tracked tiger sharks: SST was considerably more important than chlorophyll in the presence/
absence model for larger sharks. But chlorophyll was more
important in the occupancy and turning frequency models, suggesting that within that thermal niche productivity may better
predict where the sharks spend more time.
It is reasonable to hypothesise that the contrast of residency
and migration between small and large sharks may in part be due
to the physiological constraints of smaller body size. Due to a
higher surface area to volume ratio, smaller body size is associated
with a higher relative metabolic rate per unit mass, along with
higher relative drag, lower momentum and reduced thermal inertia (Weihs, 1977; Peters, 1986). In addition, large sharks achieve
greater lift due to allometric scaling of morphology, and they possess comparatively larger, more buoyant livers than smaller conspecifics (Iosilevskii and Papastamatiou, 2016). A comparatively
larger liver may also facilitate migration through provision of
increased energy reserves (Del Raye et al., 2013). Combined this
means that the relative energetic cost of transport decreases with
increasing body size, particularly in warmer water, such that for
the same metabolic rate larger sharks may be able to travel farther
and faster than smaller sharks (Iosilevskii and Papastamatiou,
2016).
The large tiger sharks also spent more time and performed
more tortuous movements in areas of higher chlorophyll, indicative of a greater ability to target areas of high biomass with productive foraging opportunities (Hays et al., 2006). It may be that
large shark environmental preferences and migrations serve to
increase encounter rates with prey species, such as loggerhead turtles Caretta caretta, which have been reported to overlap seasonally with tiger shark movements in the northwest Atlantic (Lea
et al., 2015). Long-distance migrations require an ability to navigate or orientate effectively, potentially guided by factors other
than those recorded here, e.g. memory, olfaction gradients, magnetic fields (Papastamatiou et al., 2011). Indeed, the ontogeny of
migration targets for turtle species appears to be informed by
individual experience, with adults migrating to regions they
encountered as drifting hatchlings (Scott et al., 2014). Larger (i.e.
older) tiger sharks may increase their encounter rates with more
productive areas based on previous experience, which may
explain their increased association with higher chlorophyll-a concentrations compared to smaller sharks.
Our finding that the large tiger sharks were present more frequently in areas of steeper thermal gradients supports recent
work on tiger sharks tagged in the Bahamas and USA (Queiroz
et al., 2016) and is consistent with this being a more general
behavioural pattern among marine predators searching for prey
in the pelagic environment (Block et al., 2011; Queiroz et al.,
2012). The strong association with shallower water for both large
and small sharks reflects seasonally high occupancy around
Caribbean islands and Bermuda, and may also imply an affinity
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environmental variation, while smaller individuals migrate to
track favourable conditions (“body-size” hypothesis) (Chapman
et al., 2011). Notably, the opposite ontogenetic migratory pattern
was seen in the tiger sharks we tracked, with potential causes discussed below. The only two small sharks (260 cm total length
when tagged) that performed any kind of seasonal movement
away from Bermuda (as seen in Figure 2) did not do so until the
second winter of their tracks, having previously overwintered at
Bermuda (Lea et al., 2015). Around the time of their broader
movements these two sharks were estimated to have been
280 cm TL, based on published growth parameters for the
region (Branstetter et al., 1987), suggesting they may have been
observed over the cusp of the ontogenetic shift in migratory
behaviour.
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for seamounts whilst offshore, which could be areas of high productivity due to associated upwellings (Oschlies and Garçon,
1998).

Management implications of partial migration

times, exacerbate declines and inhibit recovery (Hazen et al.,
2013). If applicable to tiger sharks in the Atlantic, foraging
patches along productive isotherms may be pushed further north
under increasing SST landscapes, forcing migrations away from
southern overwintering sites to be longer and potentially exacerbating the metabolic costs of migration and putting sharks at
greater risk of pelagic fisheries interactions, thereby reducing
population viability. Similarly, such SST shifts could also modify
physiological costs of winter residency patterns of juvenile sharks,
further complicating population impacts.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated how the influence of environmental factors (e.g. temperature and productivity) on the spatial ecology of
highly migratory marine predators can be dependent on intrinsic
state (e.g. body size). We revealed a marked contrast in tiger
shark responses to environmental variation based on individual
size. Larger sharks occupied a warmer, narrower thermal niche
that may represent behavioural thermoregulation or use of environmental cues to possibly time migration with temporally discrete prey availability. The large sharks also more frequently
occupied areas of increased productivity, consistent with an ontogenetic shift in foraging strategy and diet. It appears reasonable to
suggest that the partial migrations of tiger sharks in the northwest
Atlantic represent a conditional strategy whereby responses to an
individual’s environment are governed by their intrinsic state,
driving an ontogenetic shift in response to environmental variation and migration propensity.
Partial migration associated with ontogeny carries with it significant implications for managing fisheries interactions, such
that all subunits of a population remain functional to ensure
ongoing recruitment. It was revealed that the designation of
Bermuda’s EEZ as a shark sanctuary would increase coverage of
tiger shark movements in the northwest Atlantic significantly,
providing high coverage for still maturing individuals. However,
most of potential interactions between tiger sharks and longline
fishing vessels still occurred outside of these areas on the high
seas, highlighting the need for modifications of fishing practices
to ensure effective management of the population as a whole.
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Supplementary material is available at the ICESJMS online version of the manuscript.
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Partial migration patterns associated with ontogeny have important implications for precautionary management aimed at reducing fisheries interactions and ensuring population integrity.
Given the demonstrated relationship of high tiger shark occupancy around islands and seamounts, reasonable coverage of their
movements could be achieved with spatial management options
such as MPAs that prohibit shark fishing around these locations.
Certain island nations have already designated “shark
sanctuaries” specifically for this purpose (e.g. Bahamas, British
Virgin Islands), but the tracked sharks only spent 12% of their
time within these areas. This is less time than previously reported
for tiger sharks tracked from the Bahamas and USA [30%
(Graham et al., 2016)]. However, the latter individuals were predominantly female, which could be more resident than the migratory males tracked in our study (Hammerschlag et al., 2012), and
they were tracked largely during winter and spring (Graham
et al., 2016), when migrants also spent more time in the existing
MPAs (see Figure 4). But spatial coverage of tiger shark movements could be increased to 52% if Bermuda were designated an
MPA for sharks, as maturing sub-adults display such high residency in the area (Lea et al., 2015), which could be valuable for
regional population stability (Prince, 2005).
However, even with Bermuda included as a potential MPA,
86% of all potential longline fisheries interaction risk occurred
outside of the expanded MPAs. This suggests that, due to the
broad geographical scale of intensive fishing pressure in the
northern Atlantic (Queiroz et al., 2016), static spatial management options such as MPAs may have limited power to reduce
fishing mortality for highly migratory species such as the tiger
shark. Although tiger sharks are managed in US Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico fisheries through a total allowable catch (NOAA,
2016), where over 80% of individuals are released alive (Dapp
et al., 2017), they also make extensive use of open ocean in the
Atlantic (Hammerschlag et al., 2012; Lea et al., 2015; Afonso
et al., 2017), which is fished by a variety of international fleets.
Consequently, management strategies targeting the population as
a whole may need to adopt an array of approaches, including
modification of fishing practices, which will require significant
international cooperation. Considering the seemingly low boatside mortality of tiger sharks in the US longline fishery (Dapp
et al., 2017), precautionary imposition of release practices and
quotas specific to tiger sharks across the Atlantic could be considered, as has been proposed for blue sharks Prionace glauca in the
northeast Atlantic (Queiroz et al., 2012).
Given the significant association found between tiger shark
movements and environmental features, future management and
conservation efforts should also consider how tiger shark distributions and migration patterns may shift with the changing climate. As sea temperatures rise and the severity of climate events
such as El Ni~
no increase (Cobb et al., 2003; Meehl et al., 2007),
shifts in shark distribution may occur that will require dynamic
modification of management strategies. For instance, modelling
of 23 different marine predators in the Pacific under increasing
SST and changing chlorophyll-a distributions predicted a change
of up to 35% in core habitat, which may increase migration
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